
Bharatpur
An erstwhile duck hunting ground
for Lord Curzon, Bharatpur today is
the site of one of the most well
known bird sanctuaries in India.
Years of colourful Jat rule have also
bestowed the place with a rich
historic legacy.
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Famous For : City

Bharatpur has one of the finest bird parks in
the world. Also known as Keoladeo Ghana
National Park, this place is flocked by
tourists all year-round. Scores of visitors
flock to Bharatpur from October to February
to feast their eyes upon the amazing
spectacle presented by Siberian Cranes and
other exotic winged guests flying in to the
Keoladeo Bird Sanctuary for spending the
winters. This park, rich in flora and fauna, is
home to tropical dry deciduous forest. In the
north eastern part of the park you will find
Babul, jamun and kadam. The aquatic
vegetation here is also rich and is a food
source for waterfowls. Besides the rare treat
of watching these graceful creatures, visitors
can also indulge in some satiating
sightseeing by visiting the some of the highly
revered spot. Devghat, a beautiful, hamlet is
believed to be the home to many gods and
goddesses. Places like Bashistha Cave,
Harihara Temple, Krishna Temple and Sita
Ram Temple must be explored. Lohagarh
Fort is another prominent place to visit in
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Bharatpur. Inside the fort is the beautiful
Kishori Mahal, Mahal Khas, Moti Mahal and
Kothi Khas. Deeg Palace is another place to
visit here. The architecture of this
masterpiece is represented by the various
Bhawans it encapsulates; these include
Suraj, Gopal, Keshav, Kishan, Hardev and
Nand Bhawan. Bharatpur experiences a
climate in which summers are extremely hot
and winters are not very cold. Temperature
goes from 48 degree celsius in summers to
5 degree celsius in winters.&nbsp;

When To

VISIT
http://www.ixigo.com/weather-in-bharatpur-lp-1145305

Jan
Cold weather. Carry Heavy woollen.
Max:
20.20000076
2939453°C

Min:
6.699999809
265137°C

Rain: 6.0mm

Feb
Cold weather. Carry Heavy woollen.
Max:
23.70000076
2939453°C

Min:
9.199999809
265137°C

Rain: 9.0mm

Mar
Cold weather. Carry Heavy woollen.

Max: 28.5°C Min:
13.19999980
9265137°C

Rain: 9.0mm

Apr
Pleasant weather. Carry Light woollen.
Max:
34.20000076
293945°C

Min:
18.70000076
2939453°C

Rain: 6.0mm

May
Pleasant weather. Carry Light woollen.
Max:
36.90000152
5878906°C

Min:
23.29999923
7060547°C

Rain: 15.0mm

Jun
Pleasant weather. Carry Light woollen,
umbrella.
Max:
35.79999923
706055°C

Min:
25.29999923
7060547°C

Rain: 51.0mm

Jul
Pleasant weather. Carry Light woollen,
umbrella.
Max:
31.70000076
2939453°C

Min:
24.10000038
1469727°C

Rain: 162.0mm

Aug
Pleasant weather. Carry Light woollen,
umbrella.
Max:
30.29999923
7060547°C

Min:
23.20000076
2939453°C

Rain: 141.0mm

Sep
Pleasant weather. Carry Light woollen.
Max:
32.79999923
706055°C

Min: 22.0°C Rain: 48.0mm

Oct
Pleasant weather. Carry Light woollen.
Max: 31.5°C Min:

16.39999961
8530273°C

Rain: 12.0mm

Nov
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Cold weather. Carry Heavy woollen.
Max: 27.0°C Min: 11.0°C Rain: 0.0mm

Dec
Cold weather. Carry Heavy woollen.
Max: 22.5°C Min:

7.300000190
734863°C

Rain: 3.0mm

What To

SEE
5 Sights

http://www.ixigo.com/places-to-visit-see-in-bharatpur-lp-1145305

1 Bharatpur Bird Sanctuary

National Highway 11, Bharatpur,
Rajasthan 302001, India

  The Keoladeo Ghana National Park is
popularly known as the
 Bharatpur Bird Sanctuary. It has been often
referred to as 'Ornithologist's Paradise', as it
attract thousands of indigenous as well as
migratory birds annually which also includes
the world-renowned Siberian cranes, given

its favourable environmental conditions and
easy availability of nutritious food. Spread
over an area of 29 sq km, out of which 10 sq
km comprises of fresh shallow lakes,water
marshes and bogs, it plays host to the most
amazing and unbelievable variety of
feathered ambassadors across the globe.
One of the finest bird sanctuaries in the
country, it is located in the northwestern
region of Rajasthan.

  Keoladeo is India's premier wildlife
sanctuaries and a declared a World Heritage
Site in 1985. This enormous assemblage of
birds was created at the behest of Prince
Bhamji of Morvi (Gujarat) in the early years
of 20th century. Although the wilderness
and the rich flora and fauna existed as early
as 250 years ago when the sanctuary used
to be the hunting ground for the maharajas
of Bharatpur. Later, it was used for
recreation events like duck shoots in honour
of British officers. Post-Independence, it was
established as a national park on 10 March
1982. The place was established as a
national park on 10 March 1982, after
having been designated as a bird sanctuary
  on 13 March 1976 and a Ramsar site under
the Wetland Convention in October 1981.

  The&nbsp;
 Bharatpur Bird Sanctuary&nbsp;
 has rich vegetation and a variety of rare
flora with tropical dry deciduous forest,
intermixed with dry grassland. The north-
east part of the park is covered with forests,
consisting mainly of kalam or kadam, jamun
and babul. The scrublands consist of ber
and kair, while the open woodland is mostly
babul with a small amount of kandi and
ber.&nbsp;
 Migratory birds are the main draw to the
park in the months of the winter season.
Several birds from as far away as places
such as Siberia and Central Asia flock the
beautiful park and spend the season in
Bharatpur. Migratory birds here include
several species of hawks, ducks, eagles,
cranes, pelicans, wagtails, shanks, geese,
warblers, buntings, flycatchers, stints,
wheatears, larks and pipits. For maximizing
your bird watching experience, opt for the
routes near the swamps. During winters, the
sheer variety of birds will surprise you with
the birds ranging from waders from the
godwit family to with over-sized bills and
tiny stints abound in shallow muddy areas
of the park.

  Other than the birds, there is a wide variety

of mammals, like feral cattle, Blue bull and
spotted deer are common while sambar just
to name a few, a variety of macro
invertebrates such as insects, worms and
mollusks.

2 Deeg Palace

MDR 70, Deeg Palace, Deeg,
Rajasthan 321203, India

Capital of the Jat kings, Deeg Palace is
known for its charm and elegance. The
credit for the urbanisation of this palace
goes to Badal Singh, who was also the
virtual founder of the Jat House at
Bharatpur. The architecture of this
masterpiece is represented by the various
Bhawans it encapsulates; these include
Suraj , Gopal, Keshav, Kishan, Hardev and
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Nand Bhawan. The best things about these
Bhawans are their commodious halls,
balanced outlines and disposed
arcades.&nbsp;The striking features here
are the outlines and proportions, the
greenery, canals, tanks, spacious halls and
attractive arcades. The picturesque garden
with the fascinating fountains, decorative
flower-beds, shrubs and trees make the
palace all the more wonderful. A monsoon-
like ambience is created from the spray of
the fountains and special techniques are put
in that produces thunder-like sound all
around the pavilion.

3 Government Museum
Bharatpur

Lohagarh Fort,Bharatpur

4 Lohagarh Fort

Bharatpur, Rajasthan

Lohagarh Fort (Iron fort) is situated at
Bharatpur in Rajasthan, India. It was
constructed by Bharatpur Jat rulers, which
was one of the strongest ever built in Indian
history. The inaccessible Lohagarh fort could
withstand repeated attacks of British forces
led by Lord Lake in 1805 when they laid
siege for over six weeks. Of the two gates in
the fort, one in the north is known as
Ashtdhaatu (eight metalled) gate while the
one facing the south is called Chowburja
(four-pillared) gate. The Gateway has
paintings of huge elephants. This place is a
must see for history lovers.

5 Deeg

Bharatpur

Where To

Eat
5 Places

http://www.ixigo.com/foods-in-of-bharatpur-lp-1145305

1 Hotel Sunbird Restaurant

Bird Sanctuary Road, Bharatpur

+91-5644-225701

2 Hotel Sunbird Restaurant

Bird Sanctuary Road, Bharatpur

+91-5644-225701

3 Ravia Poolside and Rooftop
restaurant

In Swaraj Resorts, Opp. Keoladeo
Bird Sanctuary, NH-11,Bharatpur

+91-9251033673

4 Gulmohar Restaurant at The
Bagh Resort

Old Agra Achnera Road Pakka Bagh
Village, Bharatpur

+91-5644-225415

5 Hotel Udail Vilas Palace
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Fatehpur Sikari Road,Bharatpur
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Quick

LOCATE
http://www.ixigo.com/hotels-in-bharatpur-lp-1145305

See
A: Bharatpur Bird Sanctuary
B: Deeg Palace
C: Government Museum Bharatpur
D: Lohagarh Fort
E: Deeg

Accommodation
F: Hotel Pratap Regal
G: Udai Vilas Palace
H: Hotel Anokhi
I: Hotel Pratap Regal
J: Udai Vilas Palace
K: Hotel Anokhi
L: Hotel Pratap Regal
M: Udai Vilas Palace
N: Hotel Anokhi

Food
O: Hotel Sunbird Restaurant
P: Hotel Sunbird Restaurant
Q: Ravia Poolside and Rooftop restaurant
R: Gulmohar Restaurant at The Bagh Resort
S: Hotel Udail Vilas Palace
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